We study a new parameter -the "Non-Uniformity Factor" (NUF)
Introduction
Taking averages in physical sciences in general and in communication theory in particular results always in some selective loss of detail. If it happens that a few details account practically for the whole pattern then the averaging process simply "washes out" all the essential information. In statistical mechanics for one the pursuit of evolution of the microscopic probability density function and its moments through the formalism of the Master equation and Fokker-Planck-equation in systems far from equilibrium and near bifurcation points manifest the "break down" of the law of large numbers; this has been amply demonstrated in recent years [2, 3] -together with the ensuing invalidation of the "mean Field regime". The entropy for example is just the mean value of the distribution -Inp(.\) where p(.\) stands for the a priori probability density distribution of a (finite or infinite) set of elements constituting a certain pattern. Some of the elements of the set may be extremely improbable vis-a-vis a certain observer or prone to deliver upon reception a disproportionally large amount of information. Of particular interest is the case where the * On leave of absence from the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Patras, Patras, Greece.
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. J. S. Nicolis, Department of Electrical Engineering, School of Engineering, University of Patras, Patras, Greece. median value of p(\) is the least probable. In such cases the usual expression(s) for the static entropy: S = -X/>/(-v)log 2 />, (-v) (1) i or
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is perhaps inadequate in characterizing quantitatively the information transaction.
In this paper we intend to treat dynamical systems where the variety production or information dissipation are given by the dynamical analogs of the entropy and are couched in terms of the Lyapunov-exponents of the flow or the discrete map concerned.
In the following we do three things. First we briefly review some experimental evidence about the dynamics of visual pattern perception and recognition (what are the "crucial features" of the pattern in such a case and how is the processor dealing with them?) as well as the irrelevance of the "law of averages" in certain "coin tossing" and communication problems. Second we discuss the possible use of strange attractors as dynamical models in information processing. Thirdly we calculate how the NUF fares in different attractors as the control parameters change. We provide expressions which under specific circumstances should compliment the Lyapunov exponent(s) and the information dimension of the attractors involved.
The Break Down of the "Law of Large Numbers" in Pattern Recognition and Random Walks

I. Review of Some Experimental
Results in Visual Pattern Perception [4, 5, 6] What are the "crucial features" of a visual pattern and how is the optical (human) cortex (in cooperation with the sensor (fovea)' and the optical muscular apparatus) dealing with them? In a remarkable series of experiments conducted in the early seventies. Noton and his associates performed a number of investigations which are discussed below. To begin with just look at Figure 1 . The left part represents the famous bust of Queen Nefertiti. At right is displayed the trajectory of the eye movement of a human observer (as recorded by A. L. Yarbus of the Institute for problems of Information Transmission in Moscow. USSR) -as it was scanning Nefertiti's head and neck in the process of perception. The experiments were performed in an attempt to settle the controversy of Gestalt (parallel, global) versus sequential (step by stepor iterative) pattern recognition. (An essential prerequisite for the meaningfulness of the attempted comparison is of course, that the pattern must be extended enough in space in order to allow for scanning by the sensor.) The result of the experiments heavily supports the hypothesis of serial, or piecemeal perception and recognition. Specifically two questions are answered, a) what are the features of the pattern that the optical cortex selects as the key items for identifying the object? and b) how are such features integrated and related to one another to form the complete internal representation of the object?
First of all we have good evidence that the optical system is an hierarchical one [5] and between the successive hierarchical levels mappings take place giving rise to feedforward-feedback loops. The higher levels (cortex) receive information from the lower levels and respond by sending commands to the sensor's muscular apparatus either to move in order to "phaselock" with the feature under investigation or to move away and assume the next algorithmic step of scanning the pattern. The experiments demonstrate that the above scanning 1 The fovea constitutes a small central area of the retina and is characterized by the highest concentration of photoreceptors. algorithm is far from smooth and "homogeneous". There are parts on the pattern that hold for the processor the most information about the subject. The fixation or the "holding time" of the receptor tend to cluster around the parts characterized by sharp curves (small radius of curvature), angles, or in general around areas where the curve is "nondifferentiable". It appears that the angles are the principal features the brain uses to store and recognize the pattern. (There is also neurophysiological justification for such a preference revealed through the painstaking experiments of Hubel and Wiesel: it appears that there are angle-detecting neurons in the frog's retina and angle-detecting neurons in the visual cortex of cats and monkeys. Recordings obtained from the human visual cortex by Marg [4] of the University of California at Berkeley give indications that this result can be extended to the human visual cortex as well.) The scanning of Fig. 1 bears witness to the heavy preference of the processor to areas of the face characterized by sharp curves. Such features are complex (they need "many bits" for their most laconic description and are therefore endowed with high information content). Dynamical analysis of the sequence of fixation of the receptor at the different states -"features" of the pattern suggests a format for the interconnection of these "states" into the overall internal representation. The result of this experiment reveals that the sensor directed by the brain is essentially involved with two types of "scanning pathways": Regular and irregular. Specifically it appears, as Noton and Stark [4] put, it that "(the) eyes usually scanned it (the pattern) following -intermittently but repeatedly -a fixed path which we have termed his 'scan path'...". The occurrences of the scan path were separated by periods in which the fixations were ordered in a less regular manner... Scan paths usually occupied from 25 to 35 percent of the subject's viewing time, the rest being devoted to less regular eye movement." We may conclude then following Noton and Stark that the internal representation (or the mapping) of a pattern in the memory system is an assemblage of features (states) mediated essentially by a feedback loop: A sequence of senso-motor traces recording, abstracting and subsequently reporting to the brain a "Markov chain" as it were, of states-featureswhereupon the brain directs the next move of the peripheral activity. The time intervals during which the system holds a given state has obviously to do with the excitation of the directing neuronal tissue -which in turn depends on the degree of curvature of the feature-state involved [7] . This Markov chain, this algorithim, is subsequently stored in the brain isomorphically as, say, a pattern of circulating electrical activity. When the observer is subsequently encountering the same pattern again he recognizes it by matching it with the "feature-ring" or the Markov chain which constitutes the internal representation in his memory, state-by-state. Matching then or recognizing consists in calculating the "distance" or the crosscorrelation between two Markov chains: The memorized one and the one which runs as the observer re-examines the pattern. Obviously the first chain directs the steps of the second through the brain-sensomotor loop and so learning takes place: Beyond a few reruns the object becomes "familiar" as the crosscorrelation above tends to one. It would be then, under such circumstances, rather improper to try to gather the information conveyed from observing the Nefertiti's bust by calculating the "entropy" of this pattern. By the way, this could be done as follows: You partition the two-dimensional pattern in Fig. 1 in n (e) squares of size e through each of which the trace of the scanning path passes at least once. Let p { be a number proportional to the relative frequency with which the scanner visits the specific square /'. Then the "entropy" of the pattern could be calculated as and as the resolution t: becomes finer and finer one may be interested in calculating how the distribution Pi(E) scales with resolution. In that case one could obtain the "information dimension", or the bits required for the determination of a point of the scanning curve, as
i.e. the asymptotic value of the slope of entropy versus resolution ( log E ).
It is implicitly assumed of course that the Nefertiti's bust constitutes indeed a "strangely attracting object" or, that the scanning path remains bounded in space and continuously iterating, on the basis of a dynamical control algorithm dictated by the brain centers -which centers "fire" more or less frequently depending of the curvature of the encountered last detail (state). In view of the shape of the scanning trace on the right side of Fig. 1 instead of relying on (4) one could obtain a more meaningful collective property or quantitative measure of the information gathered by investigating the standard deviation of D\. However to make calculations feasible we should not start from formula (4) but rather from a relationship between the information dimensionality and the spectrum of Lyapunov-exponents of the flow or the discrete map, and calculate the standard deviation of D\, AD\, from the NUFs of the corresponding Lyapunov-exponents. The NUF of Dj would indicate how much fuzziness enters in the degree of compressibility (A -Z)])/A % of information realized by the attractor in A-dimensional space 2 .
For example, in the case of the immune systemenvisaged as an information processor -a tremendous variety of templates (antibodies) is put forth, either spontaneously or in response to stimulation by a single antigen; the "polyclonicity" of these templates may provoke an autoimmune effect; as a result the organism may suffer from such an excessive response of the processor more damage in terms of entropy production than from the initial intruder. We may say in such a case that the NUF n(e) X PilOg 2 Pi bits 2 In the present work we calculate the NUF for the (3) dominant /. of maps and flows. The standard deviation of D[ will be given in a forthcoming paper. . . every second say tor a year, in one out 20 repetitions Let us now change gears and refer to another of this experiment the walker could expect to go seemingly unrelated example concerning again the along one direction for more than 364 days and break down of the "law of averages" in Markov 10 h. (In such simulations one is not using coins of chain sequences. The example has essentially to do course but decides on the basis of the upcoming with coin-tossing games or random walks and has digits of to say. 100 decimals: An even digit is "0" been elevated into the prominence of a new and an odd is "1".) In conclusion then it is quite scientific paradigm by Feller [8] and subsequently likely that in a long coin-tossing game one of the by Berger and Mandelbrot [9] . According to "wideplayers remains practically the whole time on the spread beliefs" (the characterization is Feller's) a winning side, the other on the loosing side. (In the so-called "law of averages" should ensure that in a experiments of Fig. 2 mentioned above, in 10.000 long cointossing game each player will be in the tosses of a perfect coin the lead is at one side for winning side for about half the time and that more than 9930 trials and at the other for fewer "switching" will take place frequently from one than 70 with probability greater than 10%.) player to the other. the number of changes in lead NJn = }fn/n = 1 /]/7T goes to zero as the number of trails goes to infinity. So the waiting times between successive changeovers of the winner-looser roles between the contestants are likely to be fantastically long. What should be the pertinent probability density function for such a process? Imagine a huge sample of records of ideal coin tossing games each consisting of 2/7 tosses. We pick one at random and observe the number of the last trial at which the accumulated numbers of heads and tails were equal -that is the last changeover. This number is even and we denote it by 2K\ so that 0 ^ K ^ n. Frequent changeovers (that is in the lead of one player) would imply that K is likely to be relatively close to n -but this is not so. Interestingly enough. Feller's calculation gives for the p. d.f. of the variable .Y = K/n the expression
The symmetry of the distribution implies that the inequalities K ^ n/2 and K ^ n/2 are equally likely. We see that the probabilities near the end points are greatest; the most probable values of K are then the extremes 0 and //, while the median value K = n/2 is least likely to occur. The above probability density function is identical (save the proportionality factor \/n) to the invariant measure of the logistic map f(x) = 4/\Y(1 -A) for r= 1, i.e. for the maximum value of the control parameter where the chaotic regime occupies the whole invariant interval and Let us now turn to the distribution of the occurrence of errors in data transmission on real communication channels, the simplest being the binary symmetric channel (Fig. 4) (Gilbert 1960 [9] , Berger and Mandelbrot 1963 [8] ). The channel is modelled as a Markov chain with two states G (Good = errorless) and B (Bad). The probability of error depends upon the state. State G is associated with zero probability of an error. In state B a (loaded) coin is tossed to decide whether an error will occur or not. The (biased) coin tossing feature is included because actual bursts or clusters do contain "good" digits interspersed with the errors. To stimulate burst errors, the states G and B must persist; hence the transition probabilities PGB and PQG should be small and the probabilities PQG and F bb should accordingly be large. Berger and Mandelbrot started by considering groups of three successive errors taking the time position i and t n +\ fixed and allowing /" to hover in between; what is the probability density function of the inter-error intervals and the probability density of /"? When the inter-error intervals are geometrically distributed (like in some cases assumed by the memoryless binary symmetric channel) the distribution of t" is uniformly distributed between /"_] and t n +\. Berger and Mandelbrot, in order to bring the model as close as possible to the collected data, assumed for the inter-error intervals a Pareto distribution. In that case, for the probability density of t n the theoretical type of curve best fitting the experimental results is illustrated in Figure 5 . It says essentially that the probability of the occurrence of an error increases as we approach /"_i or t n+ \ symmetrically and becomes greatest in the close neighborhood of the occurrence of another error (the previous or the next). The probability of having an error in between is practically zero. Similarly in the case of a large number of errors a sizeable portion of the total sample length will be found in a few of the longest error intervals, say L of them, thus creating a pattern in which errors are mostly grouped in L clusters. Again the median value of the distribution is the most improbable one while the greatest probability refers to tight error clustering in time. The shape of the probability density function is again of the "hyperbolic" type we have already encountered twice above. The channel has his "Good" days and his "Bad" daysoccurring in persistent clusters. This persistance and the scarcity of a possible changeover reminds one of the random walk business or the fair tossing again. In fact one might conjecture that the time axis within the transmission interval displays a fractal property that is the clustering is self-similar down to small scales. The channel spends most likely in the errorless regime, either too long, or too short a time. However the relative number of errors or the average number of digits in errors should be expected to tend to zero as the length of the message n increases to infinity. This conjecture comes for the same reasoning mentioned previously with reference to the average number of changes in the lead of one regime as time outstretches to infinity. It turns out then that as the length of the transmitted message goes to infinity despite the presence of an unbounded number of errors the channel capacity of the burst-error binary symmetric channel tends to one that is the figure one usually gets for the noiseless memoryless channel. Finally in their study of intermittent behavior near a tangent bifurcation of the logistic map, Hirsch. Huberman. and Scalapino [10] derive a similar probability density function for the path lengths that the orbit spends in the laminar (pseudo-limit cycle) regime or the chaotic regime -where it wanders aperiodically before getting a chance of being reinjected in the "channel" formed between the map and the bisector line -that is in the limit cycle regime. In other words in the intermittent regime the orbit spends, say within the limit cycle regime, either too little or too much time. Again the average value of the (symmetrical) distribution function is the least likely to occur.
Possible Role of Chaos in Information Processing
It appears therefore that in a broad domain of seemingly unconnected physical phenomena a chaotic dynamics or macroscopic "turbulent noise" prevails -in the absence of microscopic multidimensional noise -and in fact it is responsible for the break down of the "law of large numbers". (No wonder: chaos is manifested even with 3 macrovariables. coupled via quite deterministic non-linear ordinary differential equations.) Is there any compelling reason to believe that in biological organisms in general and man in particular chaos may play any role in information processing? Reliable information processing rests upon the existences of a "good" code (or map) or language: namely a set of recursive rules which generate variety at a given hierarchical level and subsequently compress it thereby revealing information at a higher level. To accomplish this a language -like good musicshould strike at every moment an optimum ratio of variety (stochasticity) versus the ability to detect and correct errors (memory). Is there any dynamics available which might emulate this dual objective in state space? The answer is: In principle yes (Nicolis [11] . [12] ). We remind ourselves that there are two available dynamical ways of producing information: Either by cascading bifurcations giving rise to broken symmetry or via cascading iterations increasing resolution. The last way is simpler. A three-dimensional strange attractor for example creates variety along the direction of his positive Lyapunov exponent /.+ and constrains variety (thereby revealing information) along the direction of his negative Lyapunov exponent /._, ( /._ ^ /.+). The issue then of relevance of strange attractors in information processing can first be debated on parsimonial grounds namely what possible evolutionary advantages may the chaotic mode bestow on an organism. Neurophysiological evidence must of course follow. Discussions on the above two topics have been couched by one of us (Nicolis [13] , [14] ) in a recent series of publications. where for example the thalamocortical pacemaker of the (human) brain has been tentatively identified as a chaotic processor; we are not going to repeat them here. Enough of emphasizing that a chaotic processor even as an artifact ensures a very rich behavioral repertoire (software) with very simple hardware. What we intend to do in the remaining of this paper is to provide a general discussion on chaotic dynamics and report on a number of calculations on strange attractors (both chaotic maps and flows) which calculations justify, we think, mistrust in the intuitive reliance on the "median" values in characterizing the dynamics of these attractors; we thereby propose some more representative parameters. Let us remind ourselves that basic parameters of a strange attractor are a) his Lyapunov exponents determining the average amount of information produced (A ^ 0) OF dissipated (/. ^ 0) per iteration and b) the information dimension of the attractor D x which essentially determines the average value of the degree of compressibility ensured by the processor namely the average number of bits one needs to determine any point on the attractor after transients subside. For the three-dimensional Lorenz attractor for example, D! = 2.06 (bits) which means that if it is used as an information processing unit the Lorenz attractor can "save" 3-2.06 = 0.94 bits for any point on its basin that is for any initial condition. Since compressibility of a time series is the necessary prerequisite for subsequent simulation of the dynamical phenomena conveyed by the series, the importance of strange attractors as information processors cannot be overlooked.
One-dimensional maps and Markov chains
In the preceding sections we have been referring to a category of dynamical processes -all of them characterized by a probability density function of the "hyperbolic" type; in such a case the median value j p (x) x d.v is very small and the variance
is large. We now want to test the conjecture that perhaps the median value of the information distribution (that is the entropy) is, under specific circumstances (for example in the vicinity of intermittency) also inadequate in describing the information processing going on by the evolution of a strange attractor. Let us start then with examining the correspondance between one-dimensional maps and Markov chains. Let us consider the asymmetric two-to-one piece-wise linear map of Figure 6 . Since matching an environmental (Markov) time series involves the creation of a great number of "templates" by the (chaotic) processor, it is instrumental to start in this simple case by calculating the elements of the Markov chain which represents the iterative process of the map as an information source. We devide the unit interval AE in two parts of length i and 1 -a, and every time the trace of the iterating trajectory falls on AC we get the symbol 1 while every time the trace falls on CE we get the symbol 0. So we obtain (for every value of the control parameter) strings of 001011011011011101... it is clear that /(AB) = .P n since all points on the interval within AB which belongs to i are projected by the map in a portion equal to x From the geometry we see that P u = a 2 . Likewise we observe that /(CD) = P22 since all points within this subinterval which belong to 1 -x are projected by the map on the portion 1 -a. P 12 = /(BC) since all the points within it, belonging to x are projected to 1 -x, and P 2 1 = /(DE) since all points within it belonging to 1 -x are projected to x. From the geometry we get P ]2 = x -x 2 = x (1 -x), P 2 \ = 2(1-a) and
( We now intend to forward some general discussion on the nature of Lyapunov exponents in multidimensional flows and maps.
The Non-Uniformity Factor as a Further Characterization of Dynamical Systems
I. The Concept of the Local Divergence Rate
The spectrum of the Lyapunov-exponents constitutes a way to classify dynamical systems in general as well as particular solutions of a dynamical system. It is nowadays widely used in the literature [15] , [16] , [19] ,
In this section we want to interpret the maximal Lyapunov-exponent as the time average of a statistical variable we call the local divergence rate Y(x(t)) (cf. [1] , [29] , [30] ). Besides the average further information about the system is contained in the higher moments of the statistical variable like the variance. The variance of the local divergence rate (zf Y) 2 is a measure for the nonuniformity of the dynamical behavior of an attractor in respect to the separation of nearby trajectories. Besides the Lyapunov-exponents the variance (A F) 2 will give additional information about a dynamical system and may turn out to be helpful for further classification of chaotic systems.
In Part II of this section we derive the expression for the statistical variable, whose first moment will be the Lyanupov-exponent. We will discuss the meaning of the corresponding variance and define the Non-Uniformity Factor (NUF) A Y in the context of dynamics. In a third part we will consider analytically and numerically different dynamical systems: 1-dimensional maps, a 2-dimensional map (Henon-map) and a 3-dimensional flow (Rössler-system).
II. Average Value and Variance of the Local Divergence Rate
We start from a continuous dynamical system which is described by a set of coupled ordinary nonlinear differential equations
The maximal Lyapunov exponent is defined as [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] /. = lim -In 11(0 2 ,
where u(t) is a solution of
dx which is obtained by linearizing (7) along a trajectory jc(0 of (7) . Note that (9) is a linear system of differential equations with time dependent coefficients that describes the behavior of a perturbation of the trajectory .v(0 of system (7). The solution of (9) to a given initial condition e(t = 0) at time / can be written as
UQ(X(0))
is a time dependent matrix and is sometimes called fundamental solution matrix. The argument *(0) shall indicate that U' 0 (x(0)) depends on the trajectory .v(0 with initial condition jc(0).
We will now write (10) and (8) in a form that is very helpful for the intuitive understanding of the Lyapunov-exponent and is more suitable for numerical computation of flows as well as for discrete maps [18] . To this end we formally discretize time into intervals of length r. such that / = n z. A solution (10) to (9) can then be written as
We take r as the time unit and. changing the notation slightly, we obtain
Let us read (11) from right to left, i/o*(0) = «(1) denotes the solution of (9) to the initial condition e (0) after time r. It is a vector with length d\ and direction e(\):
Now we apply U 2 to e(\) and obtain another vector of length d 2 and direction e(2). Finally we obtain
We have changed a product of operators into a product of real numbers. The Lyapunov-exponent (8) now reads
] we see that In d k is the exponential change of the length of £(0) during the time interval r when the system (7) moves along the trajectory between x((k -1) r) and A:(A T). Normalizing this quantity to one time-unit we define the local divergence rate for discrete or discretized systems 
Note that although (13) describes a discrete sampling of Y k along a continuous flow it is still exact. Y k =\/r\nd k is obtained by solving the continuous Eqs. (7) and (9) . On the other hand (13) can also be used for discrete maps. Y k is then obtained by iterating the map and its linearization.
With the interpretation of / as the time average of the local divergence rate we define the nonuniformity factor (NUF) to a solution x(t) as the corresponding standard deviation
»-CO\ N K=, \ T II
The NUF is a measure for the deviation of the local divergence rate from its mean value, the Lyapunov-exponent. It characterizes the nonuniformity of a solution of a dynamical system in respect to the sensitivity to initial conditions, or in other words, how much the local divergence rate changes along the flow. Chaotic flow, e.g., with uniform turbulent behavior all over the attractor, yields a positive Lyapunov-exponent and a zero variance.
Intermittent chaos, however, where regular laminar and chaotic phases alternate irregularly with each other, also gives a positive Lyapunov-exponent (possibly the same) but the standard deviation (NUF) should be large, since the local divergence rate varies strongly. So the NUF A Y can be a very helpful quantity besides the Lyapunov-exponents to characterize the behavior of dynamical systems, especially chaotic ones. Its computation does not take more effort than that of the Lyapunov-exponents.
In the following section we consider some chaotic dynamical systems that are well known in the literature [16] .
III. Analytical and Numerical Results from Specific Models a) Maps on the Interval
For a discrete-time dynamical system, which is generated by a map / on the one-dimensional interval /, the Lyapunov-exponent / as defined in (13) is given by
and ,v 0 is some initial value in the basin of the attractor under consideration. In the case of onedimensional maps we can apply the ergodic hypothesis and replace the time average (18) by the ensemble average of the local divergence rate Y(x) with respect to the probability-densityfunction p(x) of / [19] . In our case the divergencerate Y(x) as defined in (14) takes the simple form
The Lyapunov-exponent / therefore can be expressed as
/ Accordingly, we obtain the NUF as the standarddeviation AY of the statistical variable F(.v) (see (16) ). The interpretation of the NUF is especially simple in this case: it just describes the variation of the modulus of the slope of the function/ along the attractor. Thus, for the "uniform" maps f(x) = 2x mod 1 and the "tent"-map 
;
we deduce the NUF: (1 -a) ) 172 In' (24) (25) In Fig. 7 we have plotted the resulting Lyapunovexponent /.., (solid line) and the NUF A Y y (broken line) as a function of the asymmetry parameter y. Note that the NUF vanishes in the uniform cases, for which y.e |0. y, 1J. It has two maxima which are given by the transcendental equation 
In order to study non-uniform systems of type (ii), we consider the family of nonlinear symmetric functions g yr (A), defined by [20] :
In Fig. 8 the "Lorenz"-and the "logistic" functions. An interesting feature in the intermittency case y ^ 0.5 is the singularity of the relative standard-deviation A Yy/ky, which indicates the strong non-uniformity, stemming from the alternation of long laminar phases and chaotic bursts. This observation is confirmed in Fig. 10 , where we have plotted /. (solid line) and AY (broken line) as a function of the height-parameter r in the "logistic" system g 2 , r (.v). At each value of r at which the system exhibits intermittent chaos, i.e. where /. r drops from positive to negative values [19] . [21] , [10] , [23] , we find large values of the NUF. just like in the case of the "Lorenz"-map.
We have also performed numerical simulations at parameters r at which the system is fully chaotic and where we have perturbed the system by additive fluctuations. Our results indicate that the NUF does not change very much (a few percent), when the noise-level is increased to its maximal value. This insensitivity against external noise has also been observed for the Lyapunov-exponent [23] , [24] , although the probability-density-function becomes more and more flat with increasing noiselevel.
b) The Henon-Map
We have used (13) and (17) to compute the maximal Lyapunov-exponent and the NUF for the Henon-map [25] , [16] -v"+i =y" + 1 -a.\ We picked the usual parameter choice b = 0.3 and varied the parameter a from 0.0 to 1.42. Figure 11 shows the largest Lyapunov-exponent (lower curve) and the corresponding NUF (upper curve). Figure 12 shows a magnification of the chaotic regime of Fig. 11 . In the case of period 1 the NUF, of course, is zero up to the bifurcation point to In contrast to the Lyapunov-exponents the NUF shows more structure in this parameter range. There are three spikes which correspond to special values of the complex eigenvalues of the fundamental solution matrix (12) , whose logarithms of the modulus are the Lyapunovexponents. At a = 0.49 the eigenvalues change from purely real to complex conjugate and start moving on a circle in the complex plane with radius Tin/?. At <7 = 0.64 the eigenvalues become purely imaginary and for a = 0.79 they "leave" the circle and become real again. A similar behavior occurs at higher period doublings.
So the NUF can given additional information about a dynamical system and can display features which are undetectible by the Lyapunov-exponents alone, e.g. changes in the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues.
c) The Rossi er-Attractor The Rössler-system is one of the simplest examples for chaotic 3-dimensional flows [26] . [16] 
X=-(Y+Z), Y=X+aY, Z = b + Z(X-c).
We choose a = b = 0.2 and varied c from 2.6 to 6.0 [27] , The results of the computations are shown in Figure 13 . Again the upper curve denotes the standard deviation of the local divergence rate (NUF) while the lower curve indicates the values of the mean value (Lyapunov-exponent). For the numerical computation of the NUF we choose r = 0.1 (14) . Further refinements of the discretization step width r yield the same results indicating that the computed NUF of the discretized system approached the NUF of the "actual" continuous system.
